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ROLLING SQUARE WIRE TO SPECIFIC DIMENSIONS 
 

The following formula will assist students to form the desired rectangle shape profile for making a 

shank or setting starting with square profile wire. You must practice as many times as possible to 

experience the metal movement during the rolling process. Each turn of the tightening dial should be 

approximately a sixth of a turn; any more or less will have an effect on the outcome. Square wire must 

always be turned 90°each time you feed the metal into the roll mill wire sections. Failure to do so will 

result in metal pinching.  

An experienced jeweller will instinctively know how metals will perform during the manufacture 

process and will rarely use formulas and calculations. 

   

To calculate the starting guage of square wire to make a flat strip to specific dimensions. 

The practical outworking of this calculation will depend on, type of metal, how well the metal has been annealed 

and rolling/working technique. It is advised to experiment and practice until you are confident. 

Type Example- 

You would like to make a piece of flat strip which is 4.0 mm wide and 2.0 mm thick. What is the 

dimension of the square wire required to make flat strip to these specific measurements? 

Step 1:  width – thickness                                   ie. 4.0 mm – 2.0 mm = 2.0 mm 

Step 2:  Step 1 answer divided by 3.8                 ie. 2.0 mm ÷ 3.8 = 0.52 mm 

Step 3:  width – Step 2 answer                          ie. 4.0 mm – 0.52 = 3.48 mm 

Roll the metal to 3.48 mm square.  

Follow the video demonstration. Roll the metal lengthwise through the flat section of the rolls to 2.0 

mm thick. The width of the strip should be slightly over 4.0 mm. 
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ROLLING MILLS & OPERATING PROCEEDURES 
 

A. Types 

  Flat, square, half-round, patterned. 

 

B. Gears 

  1:1  -  one handle turn = one roller turn 

  4:1  -  four handle turns = one roller turn 

 

C. Before Rolling 

 1. Metal in annealed condition. 

 2. Check that rollers are: 

  a) Clean  b) Parallel 

 

D. Stance 

 1. Feet apart 

 2. Handle:    

                                   a)   2 O'Clock position   b) push down for control 

 

E. Starting 

 1. Open rollers until metal passes through. 

 2. Close until rollers grip metal. 

 3. Commence rolling. 

 

F. Reduction 

 Gradual (sixth of a complete turn) to avoid: 

  1. Jamming 

  2. Stress on metal and rollers 

  3. Forcing metal through 

 

G. Rolling  technique 

 1. Square: 

  Two passes required before reducing gauge. 

a) First pass: metal reduced on two diagonal corners. 

b) Second pass: metal turned 90 degrees to restore square shape. 

 2. Flat: 

  a) Straight passing 90 degrees to rollers 

b) To gain additional width roll metal between 0 - 60 degrees to 

        rollers. 

c) Removing curves from flat rolled metal: 

 

   (i) light roller pressure 

   (ii) convex curve 30 - 60 degrees to rollers 

   (iii) several passes may be required. 


